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ABSTRACT 
At the start of Cycle 24, the original CCD-readout timing patterns used to generate ACS 
Wide Field Channel (WFC) subarray images were replaced with new patterns adapted 
from the four-quadrant readout pattern used to generate full-frame WFC images.   The 
primary motivation for this replacement was a substantial reduction of observatory and 
staff resources needed to support WFC subarray bias calibration, which became a new 
and challenging obligation after the installation of the ACS CCD Electronics Box 
Replacement during Servicing Mission 4.  The new readout patterns also improve the 
overall efficiency of observing with WFC subarrays and enable the processing of 
subarray images through stages of the ACS data calibration pipeline (calacs) that were 
previously restricted to full-frame WFC images.   The new readout patterns replace the 
original 512×512, 1024×1024, and 2048×2046-pixel subarrays with subarrays having 
2048 columns and 512, 1024, and 2048 rows, respectively.   Whereas the original square 
subarrays were limited to certain WFC quadrants, the new rectangular subarrays are 
available in all four quadrants.   The underlying bias structure of the new subarrays now 
conforms with those of the corresponding regions of the full-frame image, which allows 
raw frames in all image formats to be calibrated using one contemporaneous full-frame 
“superbias” reference image.  The original subarrays remain available for scientific use, 
but calibration of these image formats is no longer supported by STScI. 
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Introduction 

The ACS CCD Electronics Box Replacement (CEB-R) installed during Servicing 
Mission 4 (SM4) generates the bias and clock voltages needed to operate the ACS Wide 
Field Channel (WFC) CCDs.  It also converts the analog video signal from the CCDs’ 
external preamplifiers into 16-bit digital values via either the Clamp-and-Sample (C&S) 
or Dual-Slope Integrator (DSI) modes of correlated double sampling (CDS).  The DSI 
provides lower read noise than the C&S circuit, so the DSI was made the default CDS 
mode for post-SM4 WFC operations.   

Post-SM4 WFC bias frames exhibit two characteristic differences from pre-SM4 bias 
frames: (1) low-amplitude horizontal stripes caused by 1/f noise in an offset voltage 
applied within the CEB-R after CDS (Grogin et al. 2011; Golimowski et al. 2011); and 
(2) average bias values that increase with increasing horizontal and vertical distances 
from each output amplifier.  The latter phenomenon, called the “bias gradient,” is a 
distinctive characteristic of each pairing of DSI and external preamplifier, so its shape 
and amplitude vary among the four CCD quadrants (Golimowski et al. 2011, 2012).  
Because the analog-to-digital (ADC) conversion gain through the DSI depends on the 
pixel-sampling rate, the amplitude of the bias gradient also depends on the timing 
patterns used to clock the parallel and serial registers of the CCD.  The bias gradients are 
temporally stable, so they are effectively removed from any science image via subtraction 
of a contemporaneous “superbias” reference frame generated with the same readout 
timing pattern as the science image. 

The original ACS CEB employed the C&S rather than DSI method of CDS, so the 
structure of WFC bias frames before SM4 did not depend on the timing of the CCD 
readout.   Consequently, science images recorded using the full-frame or various subarray 
image formats could be processed through the bias-correction step of the ACS data 
calibration pipeline (calacs) using the appropriate regions of a contemporaneous full-
frame superbias.  This luxury was lost after SM4, as continued use of the original WFC 
subarray readout patterns with the DSI mode of the CEB-R resulted in the need for 
separate superbias reference files to calibrate full-frame images and subarray images 
from each CCD quadrant. 

This report documents the various measures implemented since SM4 to accommodate the 
more complex and resource-intensive process of WFC subarray bias calibration using the 
DSI.   Although the separate protocols for obtaining full-frame and subarray bias images 
contemporaneous with all supported WFC science modes became manageable and 
reliable soon after SM4, several factors influenced a decision in 2016 to change the 
formats and readout patterns of WFC subarrays to conform more closely with those of 
full-frame images.   Among these factors were (1) a substantial reduction of observatory 
and staff resources needed to support WFC bias calibration, (2) an overall improvement 
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in subarray-mode observing efficiency, and (3) the ability to process WFC subarray 
images through two stages of the image calibration pipeline (pixel-based corrections of 
signal-dependent bias shift and charge-transfer inefficiency) that were previously 
restricted to full-frame images.   Detailed descriptions of the new subarray readout 
patterns and the factors that motivated them follow.  

Original WFC Full-frame and Subarray Readout Patterns 

Timing Differences 

The original readout timing patterns used to produce full-frame and subarray WFC 
images have two fundamental differences:  

(1) The four quadrants of a full-frame image are clocked separately and simultaneously 
through four output amplifiers (see Figure 2 of Golimowski et al. 2012), whereas 
subarrays of any size (standard or user-defined) are clocked through a single 
amplifier whether or not they span a quadrant boundary.  To clear the serial register 
of all charge between parallel transfers in subarray mode, all 4096 imaging pixels in 
each CCD row are clocked through the same amplifier whether or not the pixels lie 
within the designated subarray. 

(2) All parallel and serial transfers during full-frame readouts have fixed durations  
(3212 μs and 22 μs, respectively).  No pixels are binned.  On the other hand, the 
subarray readout patterns use the 3212-μs parallel-transfer time only for the CCD 
rows spanning the subarray and the 22-μs serial-transfer time only for those pixels in 
each row that lie within the subarray.  Unwanted pixels lying outside the subarray 
are clocked at faster rates, i.e., 640-μs parallel transfers for CCD rows preceding the 
first row of the subarray, and 6-μs or 11-μs serial transfers for pixels preceding or 
trailing the subarray, respectively.  If the first row of the subarray is more than 59 
rows from the serial register, then the rows are binned pairwise before clocking the 
serial register. 

Although every pixel in every row containing a subarray is clocked through the readout 
amplifier, only those pixels that lie within the subarray are retained in the image buffer.   
Because the number of subarray images that can be stored in the buffer scales inversely 
with the area of the subarray, observational efficiency can be improved by exploiting the 
reduced frequency of buffer dumps associated with subarray imaging.  This benefit is 
tempered, however, by a reduced duty cycle in the serial readout.   For example, the 
image buffer capacity for 2048×2046 subarrays and full-frame images is 4 and 1, 
respectively, but the readout time of a 2048×2046 subarray is ~50% longer than that of a 
full-frame image.   
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Bias Gradients from Dual Slope Integrator 

Figure 1 shows superbias frames generated for WFC quadrant B in March 2012 using the 
DSI and the original full-frame and subarray timing patterns described above.   Each 
superbias is the median of ~25 bias frames recorded at uniform intervals over a period of 
two weeks during Earth occultations of HST’s orbit.  Such occultations are typically used 
for internal science-instrument (SI) calibration exercises and are colloquially known as 
“internal orbits.”  Figure 2 shows the column-averaged bias gradients computed over the 
512×512-pixel region in each superbias anchored on amplifier B (located in the top-right 
corner of each panel in Figure 1).   The curves show that the amplitude of the bias 
gradient increases with decreasing subarray size, i.e., as the number of unwanted pixels 
per row clocked at the faster serial rate increases.  This phenomenon points to a lengthy 
settling time between ADC gain levels as the serial-clock rate alternates, but its non-
linear nature suggests that other factor(s) contribute to the effect.  Regardless of the 
cause, a multifaceted approach to WFC bias calibration became necessary in the post-
SM4 era. 

 

 

Figure 1. Contemporaneous superbias frames for WFC quadrant B obtained with the DSI mode of 
the CEB-R and the original WFC full-frame and subarray timing patterns.  Left: Extracted region of 
full-frame superbias clocked though amplifier B of CCD WFC1.  Right: Composite image of 
superposed superbiases generated using the standard 512×512, 1024×1024, and 2048×2046 subarray 
timing patterns for amplifier B, designated respectively by observing apertures WFC1-512,     
WFC1-1K, and WFC1-2K.   The location of amplifier B is marked by the black square at the top-
right corner of each panel.  All superbiases are displayed with common zero points and scale factors 
to show the relative differences among the bias gradients. 
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Figure 2. Column-averaged bias gradients over a 512×512-pixel region anchored on amplifier B and 
extracted from each superbias image shown in Figure 1.  This region corresponds to the imaging area 
of the WFC1-512 subarray.   Columns 1 and 512 are farthest and nearest to amplifier B, respectively. 
The average prescan bias value (or “fat zero” offset) has been subtracted from each curve for ease of 
comparison. 

Post-SM4 Calibration of Original WFC Subarrays 

From 2009 to 2012, STScI implemented a series of science-mode restrictions, 
calibration-plan revisions, and program-implementation enhancements to manage the 
large and variable increases in observatory and institute resources needed to support the 
bias-correction of post-SM4 ACS subarray images.  Chief among these changes were: 

• Restricting the supported subarray modes to the standard 512×512, 1024×1024, and 
2048×2046-pixel arrays in WFC quadrant B for direct, polarimetric, and middle 
ramp-filter imaging and the standard 2048×2046 subarrays in quadrants A and D for 
inner and outer ramp-filter imaging.   The observing apertures corresponding to these 
supported subarrays are WFC1-512, WFC1-1K, WFC1-2K, WFC1-IRAMPQ, 
WFC1-MRAMPQ, WFC2-ORAMPQ, WFC1-POL0V, WFC1-POL0UV, and  
WFC1-SMFL.  Support for user-defined subarrays was discontinued. 

• Devoting one day per week in the perennial ACS “CCD Daily Monitor” calibration 
program to obtain the requisite number of subarray bias frames for constructing the 
superbias reference files needed to calibrate any snapshot (SNAP) programs using 
one or more subarray modes. 
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• Modifying the observation planning protocol to allow the direct insertion of ACS 
calibration visits into General Observer (GO) science programs for the purpose of 
obtaining WFC subarray bias frames contemporaneous with (i.e., within 2 weeks of) 
the science observations. 

Different strategies of subarray-bias collection were adopted for GO and SNAP programs 
because the rules for scheduling observations differ for each program type.  GO 
observations are guaranteed and placed in a long-range observing plan; SNAP 
observations are not guaranteed and are scheduled if convenient gaps appear in the 
weekly Science Mission Specification (SMS).   Unlike GO observations, the insecure and 
stochastic nature of SNAP observations precludes the advanced scheduling of subarray 
bias frames tailored to each science observation.  To satisfy the calibration needs of all 
SNAP subarray observations, bias frames with the appropriate subarray format(s) had to 
be recorded at regular intervals throughout the HST observing cycle associated with the 
SNAP program.  Consequently, the number of internal orbits required to support WFC 
subarray imaging was far greater during post-SM4 cycles containing SNAP programs 
than those containing only GO programs (Table 1). 

Table 1 shows that, in Cycles 17−22, the 357 external science orbits containing WFC 
subarray images were 3.4% of the total number of external orbits employing the WFC in 
any mode.   On the other hand, the 564 internal orbits used to obtain bias frames for these 
subarray science images were nearly 10% of the internal orbits devoted to bias calibration 
of all WFC science images.   The tallies for subarray usage alone show that the number of 
internal bias orbits exceeded the number of external science orbits by 58%.  In the three 
observing cycles containing SNAP programs using subarrays, the internal orbits 
exceeded the external orbits by 83%. 

Table 1.  Tallies of external science orbits and internal bias-calibration orbits containing WFC full-
frame and subarray images during HST observing cycles 17−22.    
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New WFC Subarray Readout Patterns 

Motivations for Revamping the Subarrays 

A review of the performance, efficiency, resource requirements, and calibration 
deficiencies of the original WFC subarrays in the post-SM4 era was conducted by the 
ACS instrument team at STScI in early 2015.   The following conclusions were reached: 

• The discontinued support of user-defined subarrays in Cycle 18 obviated the need for 
readout timing patterns that accommodate subarrays that span the boundary between 
CCD quadrants.  Consequently, the instrinsic behavior of the original subarray 
readout patterns to clock all the pixels in each row through a single amplifier was not 
only obsolete, but also an unnecessary detriment to observing efficiency.   Restricting 
the serial readout to just the quadrant containing the subarray would increase the duty 
cycle and reduce the observational overhead associated with subarray imaging.   This 
ideal behavior could be achieved using the same dual-amplifier readout of the serial 
register (or “split-serial readout”) employed in the full-frame readout pattern. 

• By doubling the serial-clock rate for pixels trailing the subarray, not only do the 
original subarray readout patterns cause the DSI gain to vacillate across each CCD 
row (which yields different bias gradients for different subarray formats), but they 
also preclude the use of pixel-based corrections for degraded charge-transfer 
efficiency (CTE) and signal-dependent bias shift that have been developed for full-
frame images (Anderson & Bedin 2010; Golimowski et al. 2012) and implemented in 
the calacs data pipeline.   If, in addition to adopting a split-serial readout, the serial 
clock rate was maintained at 22 μs pixel-1 throughout the subarray readout, then the 
subarray images should have the same bias gradient, deferred-charge profiles, and 
signal-dependent bias shift characteristics as full-frame images.   Consequently, 
subarray images could be processed through calacs to the same extent and fidelity as 
full-frame images. 

• The statistics obtained from the internal and external orbit tallies shown in Table 1 
reveal that a disproportionately large amount of institutional effort and observatory 
resources were being expended annually on the calibration of a small fraction of ACS 
science observations conducted with WFC subarrays.  Although the annual allotment 
of internal orbits had not been oversubscribed by the HST SI teams in recent 
observing cycles, the weekly SMSes were frequently overbooked because of untimely 
conjunctions of calibration activities for different SIs.  Eliminating the need for WFC 
subarray bias frames would not only decrease the number of internal orbits needed for 
WFC bias calibration by 10%, it would relieve the constraints on scheduling various 
internal calibrations in the weekly SMS.  
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Acknowledging the operational, logistical, and scientific benefits associated with aligning 
the timing patterns of the full-frame and subarray readouts, the HST Mission Office at 
STScI and HST Project Office at GSFC in May 2015 approved the implementation of 
new WFC subarray readout patterns employing a split-serial readout at a constant rate of 
22 μs pixel-1.  Like the original 512×512, 1024×1024, and 2048×2046 standard subarrays, 
the new subarrays would be anchored at the output node of the designated WFC 
quadrant.  User-defined subarrays would remain unsupported.  Activation of the new 
subarrays for science was expected no later than the start of Cycle 24 in November 2016. 

Implementation Options 

The HST Instrument Flight Software team at GSFC investigated three options for 
implementing the new WFC subarrays.  Each option involved adapting the existing 
generic CCD setup macro JCCDGEN in the control section (CS) flight software (FSW) 
to command fixed-size subarrays using the full-frame readout pattern and a single 
amplifier.   The options differed in the ways that the subarray formats are configured and 
the pixel data are handled in the FSW.  The first option involved additional changes to 
the CS FSW that would manage the amounts of wanted and unwanted pixels in the  
“first-in, first-out” (FIFO) circuitry to produce square subarrays.  The second option 
involved a change to the   CEB-R’s Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) 
microcode to make the row index a patchable variable in the microcode and an update of 
the CS FSW to incorporate the revised microcode.  This option would enable subarrays 
of any square or rectangular dimensions within one quadrant.  The third option involved 
developing a high-level macro (HLM) for each of three fixed-sized subarrays using 
JCCDGEN without any other changes to the CS FSW or ASIC microcode.  This option 
did not distinguish wanted from unwanted pixels per row, so it would produce only 
rectangular subarrays with 2072 columns (including 24 columns of “prescan” bias 
reference pixels) and 512, 1024, or 2048 rows. 

The third option provided the least command flexibility and yielded rectangular subarrays 
with fixed row lengths, but it required the least time and resources for development and 
testing.  Furthermore, it did not require input to the Project Reference Database (PRD) 
other than a quick update for new HLM table definition files to support commanding.  
The replacement of the original square subarrays with new rectangular ones would reduce 
the number of 512- and 1024-row subarrays that could be stored in the CS buffer, but any 
extra overhead incurred from more frequent buffer dumps would be partly mitigated by 
shorter readout times.   Moreover, ~80% of the external science orbits in Cycles 17−22 
that employed WFC subarray imaging did so with 2048×2046 subarrays, the dimensions 
of which would be essentially unchanged by any of the considered FSW changes.   Given 
its most favorable cost−benefit ratio, the third option was chosen for implementing the 
new WFC subarrays. 
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New Subarray Features 

The three HLMs developed for the 512-, 1024-, and 2048-row subarrays (namely, 
JWFC512, JWFC1024, and JWFC2048) have four input parameters (AMP, TARGTYPE, 
XCORNER, YCORNER) that inform three lower-level macros, including JCCDGEN, of 
the configuration and purpose of the desired subarray.   The AMP parameter allows the 
use of all three subarray types in all four WFC quadrants, though quadrant B remains the 
preferred choice for unconstrained observations because its amplifier yields the lowest 
read noise.  The XCORNER and YCORNER parameters are pixel coordinates defining 
the locations of the subarrays within the quadrants, which are always anchored on the 
output nodes.  The TARGTYPE is used by the CS FSW and command instructions to 
distinguish between external and internal exposures.   

Figures 3−5 show schematically the dimensions and locations of the 12 new subarrays 
with respect to the full imaging area of the WFC, the serial registers, and output 
amplifiers.   Each subarray is annotated with its aperture name, XCORNER and 
YCORNER values, and raw-frame dimensions.  The aperture names reflect the CCD 
(WFC1 or WFC2), amplifier (A, B, C, or D), and row dimension associated with each 
subarray.  Whereas the first and last imaging (i.e, light-sensitive) rows of each CCD are 
unavailable with the original subarray patterns, all imaging rows are available with the 
new subarrays.  Moreover, only 22 of the 24 light-insensitive pixels at each end of the 
extended serial register  (i.e., the “prescan” bias reference pixels) and no rows of virtual 
overscan are available with the original subarray patterns.   The new subarrays access all 
24 prescan pixels, and the new 2048-row subarrays feature the same 20 rows of virtual 
overscan associated with full-frame WFC images.  Consequently, the row and column 
dimensions of raw frames obtained with the new subarray readout patterns are 512×2072, 
1024×2072, and 2068×2072.   Table 2 summarizes the format and aperture differences 
between the original and new subarrays. 

Table 2.  Comparison of original and new WFC subarray formats and observation apertures 
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Figure 3.  Locations of the four new 512-row × 2048-column imaging subarrays (yellow regions) 
relative to the full-format WFC.   Each subarray is annotated with its aperture name, XCORNER 
and YCORNER values, and raw frame dimensions.  The origin of the corner coordinates is located at 
amplifier A; their respective axes are labeled accordingly.  The 24 pixels at each end of the serial 
registers compose the prescan bias that precede the image pixels in each row (light green regions).   
The red and black arrows show the directions of the split-serial readout in the new timing patterns. 

Figure 4.  Analog of Figure 3 for the four new 1024-row × 2048-column imaging subarrays.  
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Figure 5.  Analog of Figure 3 for the four new 2048-row × 2048-column imaging subarrays.  

Ground and On-Orbit Tests of New Readout Patterns 

Tests of the new subarray readout patterns comprised two phases: a proof-of-concept 
(POC) demonstration, and a rigorous exercise of the HLMs developed for the CS FSW.  
Both phases involved an initial ground test at GSFC followed by an on-orbit test using 
ACS itself.  The POC test utilized special spacecraft instructions that mimicked the 
functions of the proposed HLMs in order to verify the expected characteristics of WFC 
subarrays generated with the new readout patterns.  The ground POC test was conducted 
at GSFC’s Vehicle Software Test and Integration Facility (VSTIF) on 21 October 2015 
and 6 November 2015 using the flight-spare CEB-R but no CCD detector.  This 
successful test was followed by an equally efficacious on-orbit POC test on 23 November 
2015 (visits 1−5 of program 14410) using the same special instructions.  The HLMs were 
then developed and packaged as FSW update ACS CS 5.17 (EEPROM version JV0036); 
the associated table definition files were included in PRD 8.0, which was released on    
14 December 2015.  An Operations Acceptance Test (OAT) of this FSW update was 
conducted on 5 April 2016 at GSFC’s Vehicle Electrical System Test (VEST) facility 
using the HST simulator and flight-spare CEB-R, but no CCD detector.   The OAT also 
included regression tests of the original subarray readout patterns to verify the fidelity of 
the VEST configuration.  All elements of the OAT executed successfully and the results 
conformed with expectation.  Consequently, the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) update was 
loaded into the on-board EEPROM on 27 April 2016.  A comprehensive on-orbit test of 
the HLM-generated subarrays (visits 6−22 of program 14410) was conducted on 9 May 
2016.  The results of this test follow. 
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Bias Gradients in New WFC Subarrays 

During the on-orbit test of the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) FSW update, four bias frames 
were recorded for each combination of WFC amplifier and new subarray readout pattern.  
Contemporaneous full-frame and original WFC1-1K subarray bias frames were also 
recorded on 7−11 May 2016 as part of the routine ACS CCD “Daily Monitor” calibration 
program 14396.  (The FSW update did not affect the capability to record subarrays with 
the original readout patterns.)   Figures 6 and 7 respectively show the median bias images 
for original WFC1-1K subarray and the new 1024×2072 subarrays superposed on the 
median full-frame bias image.  Figure 6 shows the same stark difference between the bias 
gradients of the original WFC1-1K subarray and full-frame quadrant B previously seen in 
Figure 1.  By contrast, Figure 7 shows that the bias gradients of the new 1024×2072 
subarrays are visually indistinguishable from those of the full-frame quadrants in which 
they lie.  The 512×2072 and 2048×2072 subarray bias images are similarly 
indistinguishable from the full-frame bias image.  They are presented for completeness in 
the appendix. 

Figure 6.  Median of four WFC1-1K bias frames recorded with the original 1024×1024 subarray 
readout pattern superposed on the median of four full-frame WFC bias images recorded with the 
standard 4-quadrant (split-serial) readout pattern.   The quadrants are labeled A, B, C, or D at the 
corners corresponding to the locations of their respective output amplifiers. These bias frames, 
obtained by the routine ACS CCD “Daily Monitor” calibration program, were recorded 
contemporaneously with the new subarray bias frames (Figures 7, A-1, and A-2) taken during the on-
orbit test of the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) FSW update. 
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Figure 7.  Medians of four new 1024×2072 subarray bias frames recorded for each amplifier using 
the JWFC1024 HLM installed with the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) FSW update.   The subarray frames 
are superposed on the same median full-frame bias image shown in Figure 6 at their appropriate 
locations with respect to the output amplifiers.  The black horizontal lines are artficial demarcations 
of the boundaries between the subarrays and full-frame image. 

 

Figure 8 compares the column-averaged bias gradients of the original WFC1-1K and new 
WFC1B-1K subarrays with the corresponding regions in quadrant B of the full-frame 
image.  The normalized difference curves show the residual bias profiles after subtracting 
the subarray images from the full-frame image.  Whereas the residual bias is non-uniform 
across the WFC1-1K subarray, it is absolutely flat (notwithstanding the intrinsic read and 
1/f noise) across the WFC1B-1K subarray.   Figure 9 shows plots of the absolute and 
residual bias gradients for the 512-, 1024-, and 2048-row subarrays in quadrant A 
generated by the new HLMs.  (The corresponding plots for the three new subarrays in 
quadrants B, C, and D are qualitatively similar to those shown in Figure 9.  They are 
presented for completeness in the appendix.)  Figures 7−9 collectively demonstrate that 
the new HLMs produce subarray images with formats and bias structure that are 
compliant with expectation.  Moreover, they confirm that science images recorded with 
any of the new subarray patterns can be calibrated with standard full-frame superbias 
reference files produced from the CCD Daily Monitor program rather than separate 
subarray superbiases acquired and tailored specifically for those science images. 
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Figure 8. Column-averaged bias gradients of the original WFC1-1K (left) and new WFC1B-1K 
(right) subarrays (blue curves) juxtaposed with bias gradients from the corresponding regions of the 
full-frame image (red curves).   The black curves are residual bias profiles after subtracting each 
subarray from the full-frame image; they are offset by the minimum value of the blue curves for ease 
of presentation.  The dotted lines represent ideal uniform residuals after subtracting two bias frames 
that differ only in DC level.  The one in the right panel is masked by the actual residual bias profile. 

 
 
Figure 9.  Analog of Figure 8 for the new 512-, 1024, and 2048-row subarrays in quadrant A. 
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 CTE Characteristics of New WFC Subarrays 

The on-orbit test of the FSW update also contained standard and post-flashed dark 
exposures recorded with the full-frame and new subarray readout patterns for the 
purposes of (1) confirming that the CTE characteristics of these readout modes are 
identical, and (2) updating the pixel-based CTE correction for the current epoch.   The 
first objective was addressed using standard 340-s dark exposures obtained for the full 
frame and each of the new 2048-row subarrays.   The duration of these dark exposures is 
sufficient to yield a statistically significant sample of warm pixels (WPs) with intensities 
up to ~1500 e−.  The vertical trails of deferred charge from these WPs are good indicators 
of the density and lifetimes of charge traps in each WP caused by degraded parallel CTE.   
Figure 10 shows the average deferred-charge trails for six bins of WPs with intensities 
75−1500 e− located in rows 1800−2000 of the full-frame and new 2048-row subarray 
dark images.  The average trail profiles for the full-frame and subarray images are 
qualitatively  identical  within  5  pixels  over  all  WP  bins.   Figure 11 provides  a  more  

Figure 10.  Vertical deferred-charge trails of warm pixels (WPs) of varying intensity located in rows 
1800−2000 of medium-depth (340 s) dark exposures obtained with the full-frame WFC readout 
pattern (solid gray curves) and the new 2048-row subarray readout patterns though each amplifier 
(dashed blue curves).   The curves from bottom to top represent the average trail profiles from 2171, 
1856, 1365, 957, 409, and 356 WPs of average intensity 75, 150, 300, 600, 1000, and 1500 e−, 
respectively. 
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Figure 11.  Scatter plots of the WPs identified in rows 1800−2000 of both the full-frame and new 
2048-row subarray dark images described in Figure 10.  Left: Intensity (in e−) of the WP itself (Δj = 0 
in Figure 10).  Middle: Intensity of deferred charge in first “upstream” pixel from WP (Δj = 1).  
Right: Intensity of deferred charge in second “upstream” pixel from WP (Δj = 2).  The blue lines of 
unit slope indicate that the deferred-charge trails in the full-frame and new subarray images are 
statistically indistinguishable. 

 

quantitative comparison of the intensities and trailing two pixels of the same WPs 
identified in rows 1800−2000 of both the full-frame image and one subarray image.   The 
overplotted lines of unit slope indicate that the charge trails in the full-frame and subarray 
images are statistically indistinguishable. 

Figures 10 and 11 confirm the supposition that aligning the parallel and serial clock rates 
of the new subarray readout patterns with those of the full-frame readout pattern brings 
the CTE characteristics of full-frame and subarray images into accord.  This confirmation 
also applies to the new 512- and 1024-row subarrays, which are just truncations of the 
2048-row subarrays analyzed above.  Furthermore, Bellini et al. (2017) used the post-
flashed dark frames obtained during the on-orbit test to verify that the illumination from 
the internal LED lamp (Ogaz et al. 2014) is spatially and temporally stable among the 
full-frame and subarray images.  Consequently, the pixel- and aperture-based CTE 
corrections developed for full-frame science images (Anderson & Bedin 2010; Chiaberge 
2012) are equally applicable to science images recorded with any of the new subarrays, 
provided that the levels of data calibration prior to CTE correction are commensurate for 
all these readout modes. 

Implications for Observations and Data Calibration 

At the start of Cycle 24 (November 2016), the 12 new subarrays listed in the right half of 
Table 2 became the basis set of fully supported WFC subarray science apertures.   The 
previously supported subarray apertures defined for ramp-filter imaging,                
WFC1-IRAMPQ, WFC1-MRAMPQ, and WFC2-ORAMPQ, now use the new readout 
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patterns associated with WFC1A-2K, WFC1B-2K, and WFC2D-2K, respectively, but 
their associated reference pixels for target acquisition are unchanged.  Similarly, the 
previously supported subarray apertures for polarimetry, WFC1-POL0V and          
WFC1-POL0UV, now use the new WFC1B-2K readout pattern, but maintain their 
previous reference pixels.   The original 512×512, 1024×1024, and 2048×2046 subarrays 
remain available for science, but automatic calibration of these modes is no longer 
supported by STScI.   GOs must request their own bias reference files in their science 
proposals to use the original subarrays. 

The successful implementation and validated performance of the new WFC subarray 
readout patterns in May 2016 were necessary but insufficient criteria for activating the 
new subarrays for science in Cycle 24.   Accommodations for the new subarray image 
formats had to be made in the Astronomer’s Proposal Tool (APT), HST Data Processing 
(HSTDP) pipeline (formerly known as the Operational Pipeline Unified System, or 
OPUS), the Calibration Reference Data System (CRDS), and calacs.   The necessary 
updates to APT were implemented in version 24.0, which was released on 9 February 
2016.  The required changes to the data pipeline and reference database were 
implemented as part of HSTDP 2016.1 and CRDS 7.0.3 on 1 September 2016.   Updates 
to the ACS calibration software were completed the following month in calacs version 
8.3.5.   

Version 8.3.5 of calacs restores the pre-SM4 strategy of bias correction using full-frame 
superbias reference images for all new subarrays, but it does not perform 1/f-noise 
mitigation (i.e, “bias stripe” subtraction; Grogin et al 2011) or the pixel-based corrections 
for degraded CTE (Anderson & Bedin 2010) and signal-dependent bias shift 
(Golimowski et al.  2012) that are automatically performed on full-frame images.   Bias-
stripe subtraction is not yet performed because the doBlev function currently uses the 
prescan regions of all four quadrants to construct a statistically reliable model of the 1/f 
noise across the imaging area.  Raw subarray images contain the prescan columns 
associated with only one quadrant, so doBlev currently skips “de-striping” these images 
on grounds of statistical insufficiency.  Although the pixel-based CTE correction is now 
valid for all supported image formats, it is not yet applied within calacs to the new 
subarrays because, like other deconvolution algorithms, the CTE correction is noise-
limited and would likely amplify the unsubtracted bias stripes.   The bias-shift correction 
may also, in principle, be applied automatically to the new subarray images, but this 
application has not yet been validated with on-orbit test data.  These three corrections 
should be implemented for the new subarrays in future observing cycles. 

Future Work 

Although the implementation of new subarray readout patterns satisfies the primary goal 
of reducing the observatory and staff resources needed to support WFC bias calibration, 
the secondary goal of processing subarray images through calacs to the same extent and 
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fidelity as full-frame images is only partly fulfilled.   Exploring the conditions under 
which doBlev can effectively mitigate the bias stripes in subarray images without 
enhancing other systematic effects is a logical first step toward activating pixel-based 
CTE correction for subarray images.   Bellini et al. (2017) have demonstrated that the 
standalone ACS_DESTRIPE_PLUS script in the ACSTOOLS software package 
(http://acstools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) is an effective, albeit non-optimal, means of 
reducing 1/f noise in new subarray images containing large-scale illumination, so this 
method merits further investigation.  Alternatively, raising the noise threshold for the 
pixel-based CTE correction algorithm to a level above the 1/f noise (or the noise 
associated with bias-stripe subtraction residuals) may alone be sufficient to deconvolve 
the effect of poor CTE in subarray images with significant sky background.  The ACS 
team at STScI is investigating both possibilities.   An observing program to verify the 
efficacy of the pixel-based bias-shift correction on subarray images is also planned. 
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Appendix of Supplemental Figures  

 
Figure A-1.  Medians of four new 512×2072 subarray bias frames recorded for each amplifier using 
the JWFC512 HLM installed with the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) FSW update.   The subarray frames 
are superposed on the same median full-frame bias image shown in Figure 6 at their appropriate 
locations with respect to the output amplifiers.  The black horizontal lines are artficial demarcations 
of the boundaries between the subarrays and full-frame image. 

 
Figure A-2.  Medians of four new 2048×2072 subarray bias frames recorded for each amplifier using 
the JWFC2048 HLM installed with the ACS CS 5.17 (JV0036) FSW update.    
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Figure A-3. Column-averaged bias gradients of the new 512-, 1024, and 2048-row subarrays in 
quadrant B (blue curves) juxtaposed with bias gradients from the corresponding regions of the full-
frame image (red curves).   The black curves are residual bias profiles after subtracting each 
subarray from the full-frame image; they curves are offset by the minimum value of the blue curves 
for ease of presentation. 
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Figure A-4.  Analog of Figure A-3 for the new 512-, 1024, and 2048-row subarrays in quadrant C. 
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Figure A-5.  Analog of Figure A-3 for the new 512-, 1024, and 2048-row subarrays in quadrant D. 

 


